Privacy & Cookies Policy

This privacy policy describes the way that we collect, use, disclose and storage personal
information which is transmitted directly or through our website.
Principles
Our data protection policy is based on the following data protection principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The processing of personal data will be done in a legal, fair and transparent manner;
The collection of personal data will be done only for specified, explicit and legitimate
purposes and the data will not be further processed in a manner incompatible with those
purposes;
The collection of personal data will be adequate, relevant and limited to the information
necessary for the purpose of processing;
Personal data will be accurate and, where necessary, updated;
All necessary measures shall be taken to ensure that incorrect data are deleted or corrected
without delay;
Personal data will be kept in a form that allows the identification of the data subject and
for a period not longer than the one in which the personal data are processed;
All personal data will be kept confidential and stored in a manner that ensures the necessary
security;
Personal data will not be shared with third parties unless necessary for the purpose of
providing services under the agreements;
Data subjects have the right to request access to, rectification and deletion of personal data,
to oppose or restrict data processing as well as the right to data portability.

Personal data
Examples of information that our company collects include name, profession, specialization,
addresses, e-mail addresses and telephone numbers. Some information we collect is data that
connects you to an identifiable person ("Personal Data").
Share of personal data
If Personal Information is posted on the website in public areas, it may be accessed by people from
countries outside the European Economic Area, who may not provide an adequate level of
protection.
Honest and secure processing of personal data
Our privacy policy requires that we take all necessary steps to ensure that all Personal Information
belonging to members of our society is processed honestly and legally. We take all necessary steps
to implement and maintain this Privacy Policy. All our employees and data processors who have
access to Personal Data are obliged to respect the confidentiality of Personal Data.
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Access and corrections
By contacting our society, any person or member already affiliated can find out which of his
Personal Information is kept. We will respond to requests within 30 days. If we are unable to
provide information about Personal Information, we will disclose the reasons for such refusal. In
order to keep your Personal Information correct, up-to-date and complete, we ask members already
affiliated to contact us about any incorrect information. We will update and correct the Personal
Information in our possession.
Cookies
Cookies are small text files that a website can send to the user's search engines to be saved on his
hard drive. Cookies can facilitate the use of the web by saving and managing statuses, applications,
preferences and other information about the user. Most search engines are initially set with the
option to accept cookies, but users can change this setting to decline cookies or to be alerted when
cookies are sent.
Links to other websites
Our website may contain links or references to other websites in order to help the user. Our society
is not responsible for the privacy practices or the content of such websites and, in any case, this
Privacy Policy does not apply to those websites, for the knowledge of which we recommend to
read the privacy policy of each website which you visit.
Email address
If the user subscribes to our email alert system, we collect the email address. This address will be
used exclusively to keep users updated with information. Any user wishing to unsubscribe from
our email alert list can do so at any time according to the instructions provided in each email they
receive or by contacting us at the following email address contact@srnefro.ro.
Amendments
Our society may revise this Privacy Policy. Users agree to any such revision and should therefore
visit this page periodically to ascertain the terms in force that they have agreed to.
Collecting Personal Data and its purpose
Our society collects and stores personal information about each package it takes over in order to
provide and facilitate its members, as well as professionals in the renal field and kidney
transplantation, interested in accurate information in the field of nephrology, but also participation
in various profile events (congresses, forums, colloquia, etc.). Our society uses information about
its members, events and history of profile activities and events to achieve or improve the quality
it provides to customers, to properly inform members and professionals about their professional
activity, for analysis and renal studies.
Any personal data we collect will be used exclusively for the purpose of carrying out the activities
of the Romanian Society of Nephrology under appropriate conditions and will only be stored for
the period when the users are members of the society.
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Third parties
As we collect and use data about our members, we have the opportunity to interact with various
service providers to help us process and store this information for the purposes mentioned in the
previous paragraph. We require these service providers to maintain the confidentiality of the data
and prohibit them from using the information for any other purpose.
With regard to the Personal Data of our members that we hold, we will constantly monitor
compliance by third parties who process it, such as suppliers or contractors, with the provisions of
the applicable legislation and regulations.
Our websites
The following paragraphs describe our commitment to the protection of Personal Data applied to
our websites.
Except as otherwise provided, we may use the information provided by the user to improve the
content of our website, to customize the website to the preferences of members or potential
members, to communicate various information (if requested), for purposes marketing and research,
as well as for other purposes as set out in this Privacy Policy. We may disclose Members' Personal
Data if required to do so by law, a court decision or government regulations.
Collecting Personal Data on our websites
Users can visit the majority pages of our websites without disclosing who they are and without
providing any information about them. However, some of our interactive services require users to
show up to activate the interactive feature. Thus, our society may require users to provide Personal
Data. We may distribute such information for the purpose for which the users originally disclosed
it (eg attending a conference or making travel or accommodation reservations in order to attend an
event organized by our society or in which our society is a partner or affiliated with).
Active collection of Personal Data and its purpose
During the users’ visit on our websites, there will be actively collected data from both its visitors
by requesting answers to specific questions, as well as by the possibility offered to communicate
directly with us by e-mail. Some information provided by the user may be included in the Personal
Data category.
Some areas of the website may request Personal Data to allow users to benefit from certain features
(such as email alerts or newsletter subscriptions). At each information collection point, the user
will be informed about the requested information and the purpose of this request.
Pasive collection of Personal Data and its purpose
While the user is browsing a website, certain information may be collected passively (in the sense
that it is collected without actively providing this information) through the use of various
technologies and means, such as Internet Protocol addresses, cookies (to be seen in the next
paragraph), Internet tags and data collection on site navigation. This website uses Internet Protocol
(IP) addresses. An IP address is a number assigned to your computer by your Internet service
provider so that you can access the Internet. Our society uses the IP address to diagnose problems
with our server, to report aggregate information, to determine the fastest way to the user's computer
to connect to our site, and to manage and improve the site.
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Security
Our society takes all reasonable steps to protect Personal Data as it has been collected when using
the Website and to protect such Personal Data from loss, misuse or unauthorized access, disclosure,
modification or destruction.
Users are kindly requested to note that the internet connection is not 100% secure or error-free. In
particular, emails sent to or from any website may not be secure, so you should be especially
careful when deciding what information to send by email. In addition, where passwords, ID cards,
C.N.P., or any other aspects of special access to this site are used, it is the responsibility of each
user to keep them secure.
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